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TEWODROS IN ETHIOPIAN HISTORICAL FICTION' 

by 

Taye Assefa 

I 

f MQ * h? il A ? 
fìCiì ôA* M.A ia* f¿h- * 

Lord of Qwara, Lion of Maqdala 
Hero of the tales that bubble with life 
Everytime they are recounted2 

So goes an Amharic couplet in showing the high degree of interest aroused by 
the stories of the exploits of Emperor Tewodros. And surprisingly enough, interest 
in this warrior king who, during his reign of 1820-1868 G. C., could inspire so much 
awe and bewilderment, is still throbbing. In fact, the prolific writer Abbe Gubenna 
even goes further and prophesies: 'bIPKCil * 1Î tt0!.**0 «la* 
kf Ml fl^ftT Mt* a 
"Tewodros will continue to sparkle like a jewel in the hearts of many future 
generations."3 

Of all the other Ethiopian emperors, why does Tewodros draw so much literary 
attention? The novelist Sahle Sellassie explains that "Tewodros is more amenable to 
creative writers because of the dramatic nature of both his actions and his person^ 
ality."4 For the playwright Tsegaye Gabra Madhin, it is Tewodros' national reforms 
that have more appeal. Thus for him, "Tewodros stood for modernization when he 
wanted the missionaries to make machines instead of prayers."5 Indeed for many 
Ethiopians like Tsegaye, Tewodros' energetic endeavor to reunite the then crumb- 
ling Empire in spite of fierce opposition from the feudal lords singles him out as a 
source of national inspiration. For after all, rising from the dusts of 19th century 
Abyssinian anarchy, it was he who for the first time seriously challenged the hege- 
monic power of the corrupt clergy and the warring regional lords and who attem- 
pted to establish peace and order in the country. With the boldness that characte- 
rized his actions, it was he who took the first initiative to create a strong and 
modern Ethiopia out of the dwindling and decadent Empire. In this regard, even 
the European Walter Plowden was so much impressed that he characterized 
Tewodros in these terms: 

Some of his ideas may be imperfect, others impracticable; but a man who, 
rising from the clouds of Abyssinian ignorance and childishness, without 
assistance and without advice, had done so much, and contemplates 
such large designs cannot be of an ordinary stamp.6 

Naturally, a man of such a stature could not fail to capture the imagination of 
Ethiopian creative writers and that is why, next to the Italian invasion of the country, 
he has become one of the most popular historical themes. Accordingly, Tewodros 
alone has inspired the writing of six works by some of the major Ethiopian novelists 
and playwrights. These works are:- 
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NOVELS 

Amharic Author 

1. TaytuBitul Makonnen Endalkacaw 
2. Yetewodros Enba Berhanu Zerihun 
3. And Lannatu Abbe Gubenna 

English 

4. Warrior King Sahle Sellassie Berhane Mariam 

PLAYS 

Amharic 

5. Tewodros : Tarikawi Drama Girmaccaw Takla Hawariat 

English 

6. Tewodros Tsegaye Gabra Madhin 

In light of this continuing interest in Tewodros, this article attempts to show 
the image of Tewodros' personality in these works, and the symbolic significance of 
his actions in their portrayals. 

In contrast to written historical fiction, oral literature takes as its focal point the 
dramatic personality of Tewodros rather than his struggle and reforms. Accor- 
dingly, violence and bravery are marked as the personal features that distinguish 
Tewodros most. Thus we have such folk poems as: 

f-ťTíl* Oév M * 
TÍO* 

Husband of Tawabac, father of Mashasha 
He whose brow inflames like a blaze7 

wie hta<' 
OA Via 

Tiger of the field, lion of the jungle 
Husband of Ethiopia, the Qwarian Kassa8 

¿¿ft- hO ft"®* 'fcíp£-(?ft 
f MP. ha>*fc> 

His horse is Abba Tatak, his name Tewodros 
He is the hurricane scattering the enemy into thin air9 
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Except for Tsegaye's Tewodros all the other fictional works, too, show violence 
as a typical character of Tewodros. Their difference in this respect lies in their 
explanation of the nature of this violence. In And Lannatu , for instance, Tewodros 
is shown resorting to brutal acts only because he is forced to do so by external 
circumstances and not because he is cruel as such. In the latter part of the novel, 
where Tewodros is shown carrying out punitive measures by the mutiliation and 
burning of people, the author explains that this cruelty in Tewodros is a new pheno- 
menon that arose out of grief, deep sorrow, frustration, and the "wickedness" of the 
people.10 The justification for this explanation is pointed out by referring to the 
fact of Tewodros' lamenting after every act of violence the suffering he has brought 
on others. This is what is implied in what Tewodros says after one of his punitive 
expeditions : 

Wl¿> (iP'% I MtLh-n ithC 9°^ ttM9° 
WífcíMtfflK ì M 'íl^nvflÝ ? ?A,AŤlKř V7C KiKprt 
AA 9° hlHh'ñdhC MA KtWfŤib 
wfrrtlTr ttïW&CïiW Íii-ťŤV* lí9°Tt ? 
The people of my country ! Have I not been enthroned with the will of 
God ? Is it not your duty to stay in peace and await the benevolence that 
I am to bring to you ? While I am dreaming of giving you what you lack, 
why is it that you, with your bitter malice which can drive even the holy 
into deviltry, force me to deny you the organs which God has bestowed 
upon you ? 11 

In warrior King , though the violence of Tewodros is not fully revealed, it is 
nevertheless evident in some of his actions. As a child, Kassa knocks together the 
heads of his convent schoolmates and kills innocent pigeons. As a "Shifta", he kills 
peaceful traders, but, paradoxically enough, he does not regret this killing while 
he does so in the case of the pigeons. Kassa argues that the killing of the pigeons 
is cruelty as it is done for amusement only, while that of the moslem traders is not 
since it is done for survival, "to start a career somewhere".12 He inflicts a painful 
death upon Wanderad, who has called him the "son of a koso-seller", by forcing him 
to drink a whole jar of koso.13 As emperor he orders the cold-blooded shooting 
of eighty highway robbers who have refused to lead normal life. 14 And what will 
he do if the people, incited by the clergy, rebel gainst him ? His secretary tells the 
bishop: "He will in no time subjugate the people by his sword if you lead them into 
revolt."15 

In YetewodrosEnba, Tewodros is portrayed as being short-tempered and wrathful. 
In the assembly of his new appointees, for instance, Tewodros outlines for them the 
modernization program he has envisaged and invites them to air their views on it. 
The new nobility who have already been displeased with their present promotions 
begin to oppose the program with seemingly naive counter arguments. We see with 
each counter argument Tewodros trying hard to control his mounting anger. But 
at last: 

ht -bPKCtì hMŤ<D* tf . . . Í1CÍ1¿ * . . . a? ! hfc 
tl<ř HA ?4i<n &9°ò * Mâ-fc "»Aò hCH* h A ̂  Txf-Vťl a-A- Í1.PA 
Í1Ý 'f*ïf07++ tf 
. . . The stifled storm in Tewodros erupted . . . His face was ablaze like hot 
pepper . . . "Enough !" said he in a loud angry voice. The hall became dead 
silent. Everyone who had criticized the program shrank back in his seat,16 
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After thus revealing the violent temperament of Tewodros, the novel then shows 
us the magnitude of Tewodros' violence by describing the details of the massacre 
of the rebel Garrad's men. Garrad has fallen in the war. Bell, too, has sacrificed 
himself while trying to shield Tewodros. The war is already over since Garrad's 
men are fleeing in retreat but, 

. . . ¿>t'a>-nt Mfip<£4- h (DU hrtzr MWii+CV ht 
ílÊEKfi* hHtHh * hit.? ílAA fda* KC?: h¿v 

VQ¿9° * fAdK* hJlï Kìf* Ýmév &>(&,<£<&><£ vac * . . * *Ttr M£ 
£. $qo AtfDfoAhAÇ imvt rtT-ř fjPtq :s . . . hXtbpab 

WM hanatf hliisJ MCftC A .¿-tail ràitir M 
-K»íl¿hh tWoiRti * "i9*?* hA+a7¿íD » h?ňm- f-tl&fr* hh 
9°tñ* <*>* £n¿v"lft- * 

. . . Embracing Bell's body, Tewodros yelled at his soldiers not to spare 
any of Garrad's men. What happened after this was not fighting but 
butchery. The heads of people were chopped off like leaves ... No one 
dared to fight back like a man. Many flew in every direction to save their 
lives while some were on their knees begging for mercy. But none were 
spared. More than five hundred of those killed were people who had 
surrendered.17 

Tewodros' violence is here shown to be so intense that once it erupts, it has 
no regard for human life. But regret is what always follows after every act of cruelty. 
We see Tewodros, for instance, passively allowing his soldiers to burn the town 
of Gondar, and watching the spectactle of inflamed people running around in 
terror during that night of the battle of Gondar. Yet, afterwards, he is seen 
bitterly crying over the suffering he has caused on others. Though he would 
wrathfully order the massacre of many hundreds to avenge the death of one 
friend, he would yet cooly ask Aklilu, his most avowed enemy who incited 
the two rebellions, to leave him alone. Surprised at this calmness, even Aklilu, 
who has expected the wrath of Tewodros to tear him into pieces says: Jit fi ň ab 
trpin MA Aw A®- aha* hfatiirtr vnc * 
"I never thought that you, too, could feel grief, show compassion, and bitterly cry 
like other men."18 

In Girmaccaw's Tewodros also, Tewodros is portarayed as a violent man. Thus 
he is made to say : 

iltofo* hAiH-A h&fpV 9°YlC 
îYi* íW-hÃA KlftVb (L¿mC 
to axi-u mr WAti? 
tsar M<' (UMU Mn 

In my attempt to unify the country, if I don't get help and advice from my 
people, if they hinder me with evil intentions, I shall then be their bitterest 
enemy. I shall not show any mercy even if they shed tears of blood.19 

But as in the other works, this play also shows that Tewodros is not totally 
heartless, as he is seen to be full of regret after the act. During the confrontation 
with Napier, for instance, when Galmo advises him to revenge himself upon the 
white prisoners, Tewodros regretfully replies: 
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hlC hl£ KìfLm hiìttl 
hMì *'¿> £-¿ft íhli ibi hlKfoïfàa*- 
ŽfrM ^Vlk 41H- hW¡(D* 
hï&fr XxrïTr (DfW All+év M (una* ? 

a? if'H° hin a -vn&Wfr 
ìli* MiPÙ* -air* JZtfASA * 

In the past, we have been very brutal to our people for the sake of the 
unity of the nation. Should we now leave them to the mercy of the reveng- 
eful white army by killing their men? No, I say let us leave them in peace 
for God's wrath has fallen on us. We would rather die without inflicting 
any more suffering now.20 

When we examine Tayetu Bitul, however, we find Tewodros portrayed not 
merely as a violent men, but as an inhuman brute. In the other works so far exam- 
ined, Tewodros' wrath is mostly earned by criminals, political opponents, or those 
who have wounded his pride and brought shame on him. None of these works show 
Tewodros inflicting suffering on others for a purely whimsical reason, without the 
other party in some way having to blame for it. But in Tayetu Bitul, Tewodros is seen 
bringing pain and death to innocent victims who have in no way harmed him. In 
the story of this novel, we see Tewodros drunk with the beauty of Tayetu and trying 
to force her into satisfying his sexual lust. When she refuses to abandon her husband 
and her children, he is maddened by her stubbornness and threatens to give her to 
the lions. This intimidation failing, he forces her to walk naked in a public gathering, 
accompanied by her husband and children. As this again couldn't bend her to his 
will, he deliberately provokes a quarrel with her husband and falsely accuses him of 
inciting Tayetu to shame him publicly. Then unable to quell his wrath, he orders 
the coldblooded murder of the husband and the children, and they are beheaded on 
the spot. 

Thus in Tayetu Bitul, Tewodros' cruelty is shown as having no human bounds. 
Yet, even in this novel too, Tewodros is shown to regret his brutal acts. In a letter 
his wife writes to Tayetu, she says of him: 

f A&<PŤah7t tiPtt n¿*7¡ fàZ'PFat-'ï OA TiJÇ A#f7fa 
Í1AA +VA ťw A/lAří 3'JPA- .PAÝAA* hit V9° 

(Dßl tin ŤAmďfb AíhlfíL £fl *ilA^ hlt<Pfr<£ 'H*/" 
h0°M(lO* * +1 ňiliíLJ ti* fi hiwiw A.A.* fílAm iìpfi 
VflH * 

. . . recalling the innocent people he has cruelly butchered, he wails in the 
middle of the night . . . reproaching God why he has ever been created. In 
grief, he says to himself that his people might now think that he is enjoying 
the night in sound sleep. But would they know that, as the day brings 
suffering, to them, the night brings to him the pains of a pricking conscie- 
nce ? 21 

In direct contrast to the violence in Tayetu Bitul, Tsegaye's Tewodros does not 
really show him as a violent man. In this play, it is true that Tewodros regretfully 
speaks of shedding blood, but nowhere do we see him shooting people in cold-blood, 
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or ruthlessly butchering them. In fact, nowhere do we see him inflicting even the 
slightest pain on others let alone shedding blood. When Manan, for instance, calls 
him to his face a "traitor", and an "upstart", the wrath that we see boiling in him 
in the other works is nowhere here. Tsegaye's argument for not showing the violence 
of Tewodros is that this has already been overdone by foreign writers with the aim 
of tranishing his reputation and destroying his image. And so he thinks that Ethio- 
pian writers should not focus on this aspect of Tewodros; rather, they should reveal 
his great ideal and compensate him for his good deeds.22 With this belief of the 
author, therefore, though it is reported in the play that Tewodros led his army in 
wars, and though young Menelik and his own wife blame him for bloodshed in 
these wars, neither Tewodros' temperament as portrayed here nor any of his actions 
prove that he could be greatly angered let alone show atrocity. 

As has been apparent from the foregoing discussion, therefore, except for 
Tsegaye's play, historical fiction shows violence as the most distinguishing feature 
of Tewodros' personality. Moreover, in written historical fiction, what makes this 
violence uniquely different is shown to be its resulting not in a sadistic happiness 
and satisfaction for Tewodros, but in pains of grief and sorrow. Also, of all the 
other personal features that are shown as distinguishing him, it is his violence that 
has been relatively widely treated in both the oral and written historical fiction. 

Next to his violence the other important personal feature that historical fiction 
shows to mark Tewodros' personality is his bravery. In every battle fought, Tewodros 
is reported to be striking left and right in the thick of it, or leading his men with him 
right at the forefront. In most of the battles that he fights, he almost always comes 
out the victor. That is why Abbe says in his novel's preface: "When all other aspects 
of Tewodros have been found to be controversial only his bravery has been undis- 
puted."23 

Over and above his sweeping military victories, the one act of Tewodros that 
most of the fictional works have unfailingly shown as being symbolic of his heroism 
is the dramatic manner of his death. This fact is clearly acknowledged even in Tayetu 
Bitul which gives him the role of the villain. At the time of Tewodros' death, the 
author characterizes him as: 41H* i^C fccíl? 

"he whom a large army could not stand in his face, the patriot whom no enemy 
could ever dare to defy."23 

In many of the fictional works, the violence and bravery of Tewodros are 
usually portrayed in connection with his strong pride. In the same novel, for instance, 
Tewodros tells the foreign prisoners to inform Napier: 

hi AmA* h£Cl Vfl'ï M®^9" V T®- mH?» HÝ 
Art®* Monetiti V®- « 9°Yťi?-k9° «i TCy-> hl&l 

A "ITr9° ň®- Wr&n fcévrtTf « A¿-rt. ¿-ù, 1^99" Ï*, « 

I have never bowed to my enemies, for my basic trait is never to kneel before 
others. I shall never dishonour my country by surrendering myself out of 
fear. I am my own master, my own life, and my own death. 24 
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In And Lannatu , too, when Bardel tells him that the reply to his letter was 
given by the foreign minister and not by Napoleon III, Tewodros' pride is wounded 
and he boastfully says: hfr WP i'CA* PC ft 

PC ?9°(DWC hAíiŤ * 
"If he feels proud of his uncle's valour, he should also realize that mine compares not 
with his, but with his uncle's"25 In Tsegaye's Tewodros also, the same pride is seen 
goading Kassa. We learn from the messenger that it was with pride and revenge 
that Kassa awaited the arrival of Napier's forces. 

And later when Napier asks him to surrender himself, Kassa defiantly replies : 

If I surrender to him it will be humanly impossible for him to catch, or 
even touch my arms. Tell him it is fire! It will burn him. He, Kassa, who 
has made the habit of handling powers like babes in his arms cannot now 
have others handling his arms for him.26 

More or less the same tone of defiance can be felt in the reply of Girmaccaw's 
Tewodros also. In Warrior King , too, we sense this same pride driving Kassa to wage 
wars of vengeance. When Manan sends him a joint of meat by which to heal the 
wound he has received in the battle with the Turks, he openly declares, "I have long 
suspected her hatred and contempt towards me, but now I have proved it. I vow to 
God I shall be revenged upon this woman."27 

The visionary element in Tewodros is one important feature which sharply 
contrasts with his violent temperament, and which is shown to mark his personality. 
It is only in Tayetu Bitul that Tewodros is portrayed without this visionary element. 
In this novel, Tewodros is not even a pious king let alone a visionary one. 

But in Tsegaye's play by contrast, Tewodros is not only pious, but also full of 
visions since his early youth. In explaining why he has to go on fighting the Gondar 
regime, for instance, he says: 

I heard voices calling me "Tewodros ! Tewodros !" Me ! Tewodros ! Yes, 
voices entreating: "Rise !" . . . They warned me of the evil intent of the 
Turkish force. They consoled me with the weaknesses of Ethiopia's dividers; 
they repeated, "Rise !" 28 

The same theme of visions coming to Tewodros is repeated in Girmaccaw's 
play also. In Warrior King and And Lannatu, the prophecy associated with the name 
"Tewodros" is strongly believed in by Kassa and later we see him assuming this name 
in the hope of being the great man of the prophecy. So we hear him say in And 
Lannatu : JrfHXMbC il Aft a* AT 9°V^ £¿M°A?A -Í1Ê 
ab£ tint 'fcřÁ-tfň httJo** * 
"I took the throne name of 'Tewodros' with the belief that God would be by my 
side in fulfilling what he has inspired me to do."29 Incidentally, this striving to be 
the man of the prophecy also reveals the ambitious nature of Tewodros. Besides, 
there is also his aspiration to conquer Jerusalem to affirm his ambitiousness, and 
this is clearly evident in the following piece of folk poem: 
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M+í° hßrMU 1x19° A°A. 
Ao* ncm 

No master are you, 
No servant am I, 
If Jerusalem sends yout not, 
Loads of perfume in tribute.30 

In Yetewodros Enba, there is constant reference to the dreams of Tewodros to 
show the visionary element in him. Watching the inflamed town of Gondar, for 
instance, Tewodros meditatively reproaches his Creator saying: tyj KAfríTfi^ 

! KMhoob- 7* I fcW*"fi®S hMtt¿9° ? 
"Did you not inspire me in dreams to bring benevolence to my country, to cause her 
advancement and the rebirth of her glory? 31 

In historical fiction, thus, Tewodros has been most identified by traits of violence, 
bravery, pride, ambition, and the visionary element. However, though these are 
portrayed as the most important distinguishing features, there are still other less 
emphasized ones characterizing his personality in individual works. There are no 
works, for instance, which portray Tewodros as acquisitive; instead it is his gener- 
osity which is portaryed in Tsegaye's and Sahle Sellassie's works. In Tsegaye's play, 
for instance, we hear Kassa ordering the distribution among his followers of all the 
iiches that Haila Malakot had hidden for his son Menelik. In Sahle Sellassie's novel 
also, we see Kassa generously giving money to the midwife and also sending a bigger 
sum to the old peasant, Mulatu. Except in Tayetu Bitul, nowhere is he characterized 
ás a liar and a suspicious man. In all the other works except the two plays, Tewodros 
is portrayed as a man of action and firm determination. 

It has already been stated that violence and bravery characterize Tewodros in 
oral literature. These two features were also given symbolic meanings by the people 
of his time. Thus in the folk poems his violence signifies neither tyranny nor naked 
brutality but a motto of "ruthlessness to the enemy." This might have been because 
his violence was seen by the authors of the poems in the light of the suppression of 
the rebellions incited by the higher clergy and the feudal lords. Thus we have such 
poems which show this aspect: 

via Wfc A# 
hrh h Vim ft* WCft 
A/PÀ. rt.rt¿£ MT9° 
¿.ft Tfbf» hß0°CT9° 

The son of Hailu, Kassa the Qwarian 
Oh ! God forbid his wrath ! 
When he challenges in combat 
His blows spare neither Rasses, nor Dajjazmacs, nor Kings 32 
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tt-bPZCtl ?tl9° pif 
°iá¡i Wa n"7¿ír 

£ífA¿V ooittC 
K£ Ificnt fri* A «"TC 
MCfl9° ,PA- hÄV-IÄ- 
-t-aoftooft. 3^-jft 

No Shields, No spears under Tewodros 
But ploughs and hoes, the cobbler's bags and articles; 
Brothers ! back to your fiels, back to your trades 
Better toil on your fields, better pay your taxes 
If you want to keep your dear feet, 
If you want to save your hands, 
Refuse to pay heed to this - 
They will be chopped off like twigs 
And you will be the stem without branches !33 

Also since he is often identified with fire, the tiger and the lion, Tewodros 
signifies great daring. Not only this, but the manner of his death is also taken as an 
act of heroism, as is apparent in this piece of poem : 

li r* (i.7'1: iVHî 
fàlàSiF "it/* fCHs 

¿-àá-llP -ìAW9° hfah4i 

You used to despise the King of Gojam 
You used to scorn the King of Tigre 
Aye, what a daring ! What a valour ! 
For yourself is the only hero you ever killed !34 

When we consider written historical fiction, we find his violence again signif- 
ying the motto of "ruthlessnes to the enemy". As in oral literature, we find the 
portrayal of his violence being linked with the suppression of rebellions incited 
by the clergy and the nobility. Thus in Tsegaye,'s play in defending himself 
against the accusation of shedding blood, Tewodros says, " . . . . they make 
me do it ! The petty, selfish, lustful chiefs make me do it." 36 Both in 
Warrior King and Yetewodros Enba also, the violence is not seen in any different light. Warrior King shows the summary execution of the eighty highway 
robbers in the light of Tewodros' proclamation forbidding lawlessness, and their 
refusal to abide by it and lead normal life.37 In Yetewodros Enba, Tewodros inflicts 
all that suffering only in his attempt to suppress the two rebellions incited by members 
of the nobility and the clergy. Berhanu himself says that it was "the greatness of 
the cause he stood for and the numerousness of the obstacles that hindered its 
realization" that make Tewodros' violence essentially different from that of the 
other feudal lords.38 

Thus in most of the fictional works, the violence of Tewodros does not signify 
either tyranny or brutality. In Tay e tu Bitul, however, eventhough the last chapter shows this violence directed against rebels too, the main purpose of its portrayal is to show the arbitrary nature of the violence and its inhuman quality. 
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We see Tewodros victimizing innocent people like Tayetu's children and inflicting 
a painful death by chopping off limbs, throwing people from cliffs, and burning them 
alive. His tyranny is apparent in what he is often made to say. At one point he says 
to Tayetu: ň«77i ř,U-fc hi h.WP' aotfM hpa> 
hi ¡hi îaf f&h-ï ň'°i ia* s 
"Listen, dear! Don't you know that I am over and above your husband, the Sacra- 
ment, and the Law ? Understand that what I say is the Law."39 In contrast to the 
other works, therefore, Tewodros' violence signifies tyranny and brutality in 
Tayetu Bitul. 

In the symbolism of Tewodros, what this novel has in common with the other 
works is the meaning it attaches to Tewodros' death. Even Tayetu, who has suffered 
much at his hands, considers the suicide as martyrdom when she says : 

ht-t hft 1¿, ?ß>i M MM AmA*U ňT-l-U MfrUJ h.ïWi 
¿-MJ n¿-fiu 1Ä-AU tìfrGìic frpfň y . . . *I«PU w 

neu afpfrvt ÍIWU Ť0£ * řiCíl5?®* 
•bPKCil ßbcp hKClfrUhO* !î VÇfltn PC ň<*,J 
")/x'-t- (Va! ̂ 

You the victorious Lion of Judah ! I can see that rather than bringing 
shame to your motherland by surrendering yourself, you preferred dying 
by your own hands. The blood that trickles down your mouth proves 
that you have sacrificed yourself for the honour of your country. Patriot 
Tewodros, I forgive you. May your soul rest in peace amongst those of 
martyrs in Heaven.40 

But when seen in the light of the predominantly negative portrayal which puts 
Tewodros as a murderous tyrant, it appears that this acknowledgement of his 
martyrdom is also intended to pose Tayetu as a noble-hearted and patriotic lady. 
In And Lannatu, Yetewodros Enba, and Girmaccew's Tewodros, however, this recogn- 
ition is clearly evident even in their dedications in which they indirectly put Tewodros' 
death as martyrdom.41 Abbe, in fact, goes to the exteme when he chararcterizes 
him as: I àUlà-tfw Y-¿®- I 9°t?^ab'i90 

fu»®«* n ççah KfrPfrfV 
"the famous Ethiopian who was created for his country, lived and sacrificed both 
his comfort and life for his country.'1,42 Tsegaye also gives us more or less the same 
impression throughout his play, for in it Tewodros is shown to have no different 
life other than the "noble national cause" for which he exists. And at about the 
time he is to shoot himself, Tewdors is made to affirm this same thing when he says 
to his son : "I have to be away .... If I don't ... I shall be betraying mother Eth- 
iopia ... I shall be betraying Africa."43 

In none of the fictional works that portary the death of Tewodros is the act 
presented as mere suicide, induced by despair or personal pride. In all, it is portrayed 
as a selfsacrifice to preserve national honour, and this act, coupled with his sweeping 
military victories, presents Tewodros as a symbol of great heroism in many of the 
works. 
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In contrast to oral literature, written historical fiction identifies Tewodros with 
unity, independence and progress, with varying emphasis given to these elements 
by the different writers. In Tsegaye's play, for instance, more than progress, Tewodros 
symbolizes unity and independence. In the interview, Tsegaye says that Tewodros 
fought British colonialism, and that "the unity of today is part of Tewodros."44 
Part of this, of course, is a bit exaggerated, since the British do not seem to have 
come to colonize Ethiopia, but only to set free their men who were chained by 
Tewodros. In line with the author's ideals of unity and national independence, 
however, we find in the play that Kassa's dreams, talks, and thoughts have no 
other intent than that of realizing Ethiopia's unification and protecting its independ- 
ence against the threat of Turkish agression. In Girmaccaw's play, however, it is the 
identification of Tewodros with unity, more than with independence and progress, 
that is prominently felt. This can be seen when even his rival, Haile Malekot, praises 
Tewodros for his high ideal of unifying the country.45 The play has only very few 
references to independence and progress, while its whole emphasis is on the unificat- 
ion ideal. 

Similarly, though there are occasional references to defending the country's 
independence against the Turks, and to modernizing it, it is this ideal of unity that 
is prominently protrayed in Warrior King. This can be easily seen if one considers 
the objectives of the rebels in the light of what they are to achieve : 

To pull down the government of Woizero Menen and of Ras Ali, to reunite 
the dismembered provinces of the country; to re-annex the lost territo 
ries on the Sudan border and the Red Sea coast , , , ; to rebuild, in shor.t 
the Ethiopian Empire that was, and to lead it to fame and glory as in the 
days of Atse Facil. 46 

In And Lannatu and Yetewodros Enba , too, this ideal of unity stands out high. But 
again, apart from the same occasional references to the Turkish threat, Tewodros 
is not portrayed as a symbol of national independence. In contrast to the others and 
in a degree lesser than unity, however, these two novels portray Tewodros as 
symbol of progress. In identifying Tewodros with progress, And Lannatu devotes 
a whole chapter to deal with Tewodros' relations with Plowden and Bell, and also 
to describe his technological innovation at Gafat.47 In Yetewodros Enba, we see in 
the conservative nature of the counter arguments posed by his appointees that 
Tewodros is by contrast a far more liberated and progressive man. After all, the 
main reason why he is so much ruthless in avenging the death of John Bell is 
because this counsellor has been the faypabj «VA?" /"¿Vlk ííý-ý I 

"Window through which Tewodros peeped into the distant civilized world." The 
author tells us that through this "Window" Tewodros has acquired much enlight- 
enment on the ways of establishing schools, combating diseases, and expanding 
commerce and industries.48 

From the foregoing discussion, the political and social implications (to Haile 
Sellassie's regime) of the portrayals of Tewodros in such a favourable light and with 
such symbolic significances is only too evident. Abbe's attempt, in his voluminous 
novel, to portray Tewdros as the saviour of the people was indirectly a defiance of 
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the rule of Emperor Haile Sellassie. The same is true with Tsegaye's play, and 
the author himself says: "Tewodros was used as a stick with which to hit back at 
the decaying royalty then."49 

From the dedications and portrayals in the works of Berhanu and Girmac- 
caw, we can esily understand that these see Tewodros as a martyr. Considered in 
light of Haile Sellassie's shameful act of fleeing the country and abandoning the 
people to the Italian fascists, the idealized portrayal of Tewodros' defiant death at 
Maqdalawas undoubtedly a challenge tothe cowardly "Lion ofJudah". Judging by 
the tendency in public attitude toward Tewodros during the last four decades, the 
future of his memory appears to be bright. Surely, as long as the Ethiopian people 
keep looking back at their past history for national inspiration and for the reaf- 
firmation of their pride, the "Lion of Maqdala" is no man of "an ordinary stamp" 
to ignore. 
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